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Optothermal trapping has gained increasing popularity in manipulation such as selecting, guiding, 
and positioning submicron objects because of a few mW laser power much lower than that required 
for optical trapping. The optotothermal trapping uses thermal gradient-induced phoretic motions, 
but the underlying physics of driving force has not been fully understood. In this study, we 
performed optotothermal trapping of 500-nm-diameter colloidal silica via a continuous laser 
illumination of a single gold nanoparticle from the bottom in a closed chamber. Under illumination, 
the tracer particles were attracted to the gold nanoparticle and trapped. Notably, the direction of 
migrating particles was always to hot gold nanoparticle regardless of the configuration of gold 
nanoparticle placed at two opposite sides of the chamber, on the bottom surface of an upper 
substrate (ceiling) or on the top surface of a lower substrate (floor). The previous interpretation 
based on thermal convective flow from the bottom to the top and circulating inside the chamber was 
only applicable to floor configuration and failed to explain our observation for ceiling. Instead, 
temperature-induced Marangoni effect at the water/superheated water interface is likely to play a 
role. This study promoted a better understanding of the driving mechanism in optothermal trapping. 
Moreover, as an application of the single-particle platform, we showed the photothermal phase 
separation-induced microdroplet formation of thermoresponsive polymers and the coating of 





Plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) have emerged as unique nanoheaters that selectively heat the local 
environment of the particles.1,2 This local heating finds various applications - from photothermal 
cancer therapy and photothermal imaging to photothermally-enhanced catalytic activity and 
photothermal thermoelectric devices.3-6 Continuous laser heating of a plasmonic NP results in a 
well-defined steady-state temperature profile, T  r−1, in the surrounding environment,7 but above 
all, thermal field thus generated exhibits a non-equilibrium nature: heat generation at the heating 
center with simultaneous heat dissipation through heat transfer towards the outside regions. This 
non-equilibrium thermal field with extremely large temperature gradient can induce a microfluidic 
flow and a phoretic motion, potentially offering dynamic environment for small-scale physical and 
chemical processes such as mixing, phase separation and crystallization.1  
Thanks to a fluidic and phoretic flow generated by the temperature gradient, optothermal 
trapping8 has been used as a manipulation technique such as selecting, directing, and positioning 
micron-size objects and NPs because of a fascinating low ~mW input-power alternative to high 102 
− 103 mW used in laser trapping relying upon an optical gradient force.9-11 As a driving mechanism 
of molecular migration under the temperature gradient, thermal convection,12 thermophoresis,8 and 
thermocapillary or Marangoni effect13 has been widely accepted but these forces may work in a 
complex manner, making it difficult to pinpoint underlying physics.14 
Previously, when a single gold nanoparticle (Au NP) supported on a transparent substrate and 
submerged in aqueous solutions of polyethylene glycol (MW: 6000; PEG 6000) and sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were exposed to laser illumination causing the NP heating, migration and 
accumulation of solutes, PEG 6000 and SDS, were observed, forming a Au NP core-organic shell 
particle.15 Moreover, thermoresponsive polymers represented by poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 
(PNIPAM) and poly(vinylmethylether) (PVME) have exhibited a reversible microdroplet formation 
surrounding a Au NP for heating/cooling due to on/off laser light.16,17 For the PNIPAM microdroplet, 
at least 50 times greater concentration than that of bulk solution was attained. The observed particle 
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heating-induced reversible/irreversible accumulation of solutes suggested the occurrence of thermal 
gradient-driven forces or liquid flows, leading to molecular transport toward a hot Au NP. The 
technique may open a potential to fabricate various coated NPs or to induce microscale phase 
separation. However, the driving mechanism has been only poorly understood, and the fundamental 
question that why molecules were attracted to a hot spot, resulting in accumulation, still remains 
unsolved. We assume that the observed accumulation is caused by optothermal trapping that attracts 
the molecules to the hot area, thus further experimental proof is necessary.  
In this study, we used an aqueous submicron colloidal suspension to visualize the driving 
forces or liquid flows around a hot Au NP through tracking of individual particles. For simplicity, 
we used no additives that may reverse the migration direction of colloids through depletion 
interaction18,19 or thermoelectricity.20,21 Thermophoresis is a motion of particles subjected to 
temperature gradient. Without additives in aqueous solution, the direction of thermophoresis is from 
hot to cold for a great majority of macromolecules and colloids at temperatures > 4°C because the 
thermophoresis is driven by the thermal expansion of water.22,23 This results in positive Soret 
coefficient, ST > 0 because of positive DT (ST = DT/D where ST represents the thermophoretic 
mobility, DT, the thermal diffusion coefficient, and D, the Brownian diffusion coefficient). Negative 
ST or DT is defined as the movement from cold to hot. For interpreting the experimental observation 
of migration to a hot Au NP using the thermophoresis, a negative ST should be assumed for cases 
where a positive ST has been measured for PEG,
24 SDS25 and PNIPAM,26 which is contradictory.  
By contrast, thermal convection- and Marangoni convection-based interpretation appears 
intriguing to justify the migration directed to a hot spot.12,13 As shown in Scheme 1, both thermal 
convection (a) and Marangoni convection (b) can collect particles and molecules to the heated area. 
Experimentally, Flores-Flores and coworkers observed that the 2D trapping of multiple silica 
microparticles (d=2.5 μm) in a closed chamber (100 μm gap) occurred when illuminated from the 
top both at low (0.8 mW) and high intensities (<11 mW where a vaper bubble was formed) through 
laser heating a thin film of amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) deposited on the top of a lower substrate.12 
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For interpretation, they used the thermal convection similar to Scheme 1a for low laser power 
trapping events whereas they assumed that Marangoni convection at air-water interface (Scheme 
1b) is responsible for trapping at high laser powers where bubble formation occurred.27-29 A similar 
experimental result of trapping of 500-nm-diameter polystyrene (PS) particles has been reported by 
Kang and coworker using a deposited Au nano-island film for heating by illuminating from the 
bottom.14 However, their interpretation was based on the combined effect of thermal convection, 
optical gradient force, and thermophoresis. 
 
             
 
             
 
Scheme 1. (a, b) Previously proposed working physics of optothermal trapping of colloids12: (a) thermal 
convection-induced trapping and (b) bubble-induced Marangoni convection-based trapping on heating of a 
metallic film deposited on the bottom surface. (c, d) Hypothetical convection when a single spherical Au NP 
was optically heated in two configurations, floor (c) and ceiling (d). Red arrows represent the direction of 






Single NP heating has a merit of providing an ideal point heat source with a distinct radial 
temperature profile because of a well-defined absorption cross-section based upon the localized 
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).1 Another merit is that, besides imaging optical spectroscopic 
investigations can be made, which is useful for obtaining information beyond the diffraction limit of 
imaging optics.16 When a single Au NP supported in two configurations, a top surface of a lower 
substrate (Scheme 1c, floor) and a bottom surface of an upper substrate (Scheme 1d, ceiling) in a 
closed chamber was illuminated, the direction of thermal convection should be revered. This will 
affect the motion of molecules and colloids to/from Au NP and we may gain insight into the driving 
mechanism. In what follows, we will describe our findings that can complement the current 
understanding of optothermal manipulation that may have a great potential to fabricate 
nanomaterials of new attribute.  
 
Experimental Methods 
Optical measurement. We used a darkfield imaging on an inverted microscope, IX71 (Olympus, 
Tokyo, Japan; with a darkfield condenser NA = 0.8–0.92) equipped with a DN3V-300 CMOS 
camera (SHODEN-SHA Co., Osaka, Japan), as given in Supporting Information, Figure S1. A 
halogen lamp with a broad (white) spectrum was used for illumination for recording the scattering 
images. A HA50 IR-cut filter (Hoya Candeo Optronics, Tokyo, Japan) was used for minimizing the 
lamp heating. Single Au NPs adsorbed on a top surface of a lower substrate (floor) or a bottom 
surface of an upper substrate (ceiling) in a closed chamber were heated by illuminating a focused 
488-nm CW laser, OBIS-488-LX-50 (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) beam through a microscope 
objective (60, NA = 0.70). The single particle light scattering spectra were measured as described 
elsewhere.15 The spatial laser profile was determined by measuring scattering signal intensity of the 
100-nm-diameter Au NP while scanning a motorized stage at 100-nm interval. The FWHM of the 
laser beam thus determined was 0.6 m. The laser peak power density Ip (mW µm−
2) was 
represented by 2 2[ (2.3546) ] / [2 ( ) ]pI P FWHM= , where P is the laser power density (measured 
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laser power divided by beam area). All measurements were performed at 241C.  
Sample preparation. Spherical Au NPs (d = 102±5 nm, Supporting Information, Figure S2) 
prepared by a laser reshaping technique15 were spin-coated onto a borosilicate cover glass 
(Matsunami, Osaka, Japan) of 24 mm  32 mm  0.17 mm. The Au NPs were washed twice with 
double-distilled water by placing 0.5 mL of water on a spin coater and spun. Au NPs were 
immersed in 2.0  108 particles mL−1 aqueous suspensions of silica (HIPRESICA, UBE Exsymo 
Co., Tokyo Japan) or polystyrene particles (LB6, Sigma-Aldrich). The silica particles (d = 500 nm 
±10%, density: 1.9 g cm−3, refractive index: 1.44 at 589 nm) were abbreviated as Si-OH because of 
unmodified surface that is assumed to be covered with silanol groups. We used Si-OH at both pH 
6~7 and pH~9; no difference was observed for the particle motion. The polystyrene particles (d = 
600 nm ±10%, density: 1.05 g cm−3, refractive index: 1.59 at 589 nm, unmodified surface) were 
abbreviated as PS. The sample chamber was prepared by sandwiching a glass substrate (0.17 mm 
thick), a 200-m-thick (silicone rubber) or a 10-m-thick (d = 10 m silica particles) spacer, and a 
glass substrate (0.17 mm thick). The chamber peripheral was sealed with silicone rubber adhesive. 
The chamber volume is estimated to be 10-µL (200-m thickness) or 0.5-µL (10-m thickness). 
The substrates were cleaned in a boiling mixture of 1:1 30% H2O2 - 28% ammonia mixture for 90 
min, and plasma-cleaned in a YHS-R reactor (70 W, 20 kHz; Sakigake Semiconductor, Kyoto, 
Japan) for 60 s just before use.  
Numerical simulation. A commercial finite-element mode solver, COMSOL Multiphysics Ver. 
5.4b (http://www.comsol.com), was used for temperature estimation and convective flow analysis 
under illumination of a focused laser beam on single Au NPs at two configurations, floor and 
ceiling. The schematic of simulation geometry was given in Supporting Information, Figure S3. The 
particle heating was stimulated based upon 2-D heat conduction coupled with thermal and 
Marangoni convection around the particle. Au NP of 100-nm diameter was immobilized on a glass 
substrate and submerged in a water film. The thickness of the water film was set at experimental 10 
and 200 μm. The thickness of the glass substrate was set at 100 μm and the width of the sample well 
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was assumed as 1000 μm. COMSOL Material Library was used for calculations using the 
temperature-dependent physical parameters, thermal conductivities, heat capacities, viscosities and 
densities of gold, liquid water, and glass. First, temperature elevation of a Au NP illuminated with a 
focused CW laser light at a wavelength of 488 nm was calculated using a “heat transfer module”, in 
which the absorption cross section of Au NP was calculated via a “RF module”. The initial 
temperature of the system was set to 293 K. Thermal convection in water film induced by heat 
dissipation from hot Au NP was investigated as a function of time by solving time-dependent 
Navier-Stokes equations under the Boussinesq approximation 
(https://www.comsol.jp/multiphysics/boussinesq-approximation). The convection flow provided 
feedback to the temperature distribution around the particle and they eventually reached the 
equilibrium state within 100 ms. In the presence of a water vapor bubble that may form around a Au 
NP, thermal Marangoni convection flow that occurs at the bubble/water interface was simulated 
using a COMSOL application model “Marangoni effect” in which the temperature dependence of 
surface tension γ at the interface was described by:30  
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where T is the temperature at the interface estimated by COMSOL and Tc corresponds to the critical 
temperature of water (374°C or 647 K). Temperature-dependent physical properties of water vapor 
were obtained from elsewhere31. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Au NP heating-induced trapping of silica (Si-OH)  
Continuous laser excitation of a 100-nm-diameter single gold nanoparticle (Au NP) raises the 
particle temperature through the absorption of both LSPR and interband transitions,32 allowing a 
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steady state temperature profile for both the particle and the surroundings6 (see Supporting 
Information, Figure S4 for the estimated particle temperature vs. laser intensity). In our experiment, 
Au NPs were supported on a glass substrate in a closed chamber filled with a suspension of 
500-nm-diameter silica or PS particles. Figure 1 shows the snapshots (darkfield images) of 
suspended silica particles on laser illumination at 0 s, 5 s, 20 s, and laser-off (movies corresponding 
to Figure 1 are given in Supporting Information, movie S1 ~ movie S4). The excitation enabled the 
observation of silica particles being forced to migrate to the hot Au NP, resulting in trapping next to 
the Au NP. The laser illumination was performed from the bottom and the laser intensities were set 
at 2.0 (a), 6.0 (b, d), and 14 mW µm−2 (c). To shed light on the role of thermal convection, Au NPs 
were mounted on both floor (a-c) and ceiling (d). Before illumination (t1 = 0 s), the particles were 
moving in random directions. On starting illumination, the silica particles were strongly attracted to 
the Au NP forming aggregates (t1 = 5 s). The area of trapped aggregates increased remarkably with 
continuous illumination (t1 = 20 s). On terminating the illumination (t(off)), the silica particles were 
released to the solution, suggesting that the observed particle trapping is a reversible phenomenon. 
In b, the observation is similar to that in a, but because of 3 times the greater laser intensity, the 
velocity of silica particles jumping into a hot Au NP is much higher resulting in a greater number of 
trapped particles. Further increase in laser intensity gave much increased velocities, resulting in 
further bigger trapped area as shown in c. To explore time evolution of the trapping in detail, the 
number of trapped silica particles was plotted as a function of laser illumination period in Figure 1e 
at various laser intensities (see Supporting Information, Figure S5 for the images of Si-OH particles 
used for counting the trapped particle numbers). Trapped particles are greater in number as the laser 
intensity is higher as observed in Figure 1a−c. Figure 1e shows clearly the precise picture of the 
trapping event that is dependent on illumination time: the number of trapped particles increased 
with time initially and later saturated. From Figure 1e, the threshold laser intensity of trapping is 
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Figure 1. (a-d) Snapshots (darkfield microscope images) showing the trapping of 500-nm-diameter Si-OH 
particles on excitation of a single 100-nm-diameter Au NP supported on a glass substrate at various accumulated 
illumination time and after laser was blocked, and (e) number of trapped particles as a function of laser intensity 
(errors: within 10%). Experimental parameters, water film thickness: 200 m; laser peak power density: 2.0 mW 
m−2 (a), 6.0 mW m−2 (b, d), and 14 mW m−2 (c); Au NP position in a chamber: the floor configuration (a, b, 
c), the ceiling configuration (d). Green spots are attenuated laser positions. Scale bars: 2 μm.  
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Figure 2. Migration velocity of Si-OH NP departing from 2 − 5 μm away from the heating center as a function of 
laser intensity; (a), single 100 nm Au NP; (b), Au nanoisland-film substrate. Solid lines are drawn as a visual 
guide. 
 
To take advantage of the single particle platform, we performed the spectroscopic detection of 
optothermal trapping through the measurement of light scattering spectra of a Au NP. To retain an 
adequate level of scattering intensity during the laser illumination, we used 100-nm diameter tracer 
particles instead of 500-nm diameter. On laser illumination, because of an increased medium 





are trapped next to the Au NP.16 As shown in Supporting Information Figure S6, we failed to 
observe a red-shift compared to the spectrum of an unirradiated Au NP hampered by 
temperature-induced refractive index reduction in medium water.33 Nevertheless, we observed 
red-shifted spectra greater than those in pure water. Although not very convincing, this can be 
indicative of particle trapping observed by the single particle spectroscopy. 
For 500-nm PS particles, we observed that they were attracted to a hot Au NP as they 
approach closer to the NP with velocities lower than those observed for Si-OH particles. However, 
as opposed to Si-OH particles, PS particles were not stably trapped by the hot NP. 
Using the particle tracking (see Supporting Information, Figure S7), we measured the velocity 
of each particle during the illumination. The velocity depended on the laser intensity and the radial 
distance from a hot Au NP. Figure 2 depicts the migration velocity in the close vicinity of a Au NP 
(as a guide, Si-OH particles travelling from 2 − 5 μm away from the particle) as a function of laser 
intensity, in comparison with the velocity of Si-OH particles observed for laser-heating a Au 
nanoisland film (Supporting Information, Figure S8). The velocity represents that of plunging into 
the hot NP. The velocity increased with an increase in laser intensity. For a single Au NP heating 
(Figure 2a), by far enhanced velocities were observed with significantly scattered values at laser 
intensities  10 mW µm−2. We assume the discontinuity of the migration velocity occurred at above 
10 mW µm−2 is indicative of photothermal bubble formation around the Au NP, despite the fact that 
the image of a bubble was not clearly seen in our darkfield microscopy (Figure 1c). A previous 
study gave a bubble generation threshold of ~10 mW µm−2 for the excitation of a 150-nm-diameter 
Au NP supported on a glass substrate and submerged in water with a illumination wavelength at 
532 nm focused using an objective of NA: 0.75.29 Such photothermal bubbles have been recognized 
to boost a strong Marangoni convection at the water/bubble interface,34 resulting in the fixation of 
colloids and nanoparticles.27,28,35,36 Indeed, we observed that not all but some Si-OH particles 
trapped during the illumination stayed there even after closing a laser shutter (Figure 1c: laser off). 
In contrast, the bubble formation threshold of 6.0 mW µm−2 thus measured for Au nanoisland film 
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is much smaller than that for a single Au NP (Figure 2b). This is because the heating efficiency at a 
given laser power is greater for the nanoisland film because of the collective heating effect.1  
It is noteworthy that we observed the optothermal trapping of Si-OH particles for ceiling 
configuration, as depicted in Figure 1d (at 6.0 mW µm−2). The ceiling configuration allowed the 
trapping of Si-OH NPs at laser intensities similar to those observed for trapping on floor 
configuration, including high intensities where bubble formation may occur. Thus we assume that 
the optothermal trapping can overcome interference from the thermal convection. This point will be 
discussed in detail in association with water film thickness below. 
Here we focus our attention to the radial distance-dependent velocity of silica particles during 
laser illumination that induced optothermal trapping. Figure 3 shows the migration velocity as a 
function of radial distance from a hot Au NP. The laser intensity used was 6.0 mW µm−2 in a and b, 
and 2.0 or 6.0 mW µm−2 in c, below the threshold of bubble generation. Each point was rather 
scattered. The migration velocities towards a Au NP increased remarkably as the particles approach 
closer to the hot Au NP whereas the particle located away from the hot Au NP remained with low 
velocities in randomly oriented directions. We took a careful look at the effects of water film 
thickness (10 μm and 200 μm) as well as the Au NP configuration. Comparison of Figure 3a and 3b 
revealed that neither the film thickness nor the configuration affected the velocities of migration  
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Figure 3. Effects of Au NP configuration (a, b) and laser intensity (c) on the migration velocity of silica particles 
(diameter: 500 nm, concentration: 2  108 particles mL−1) as a function of distance from a heat source for two 
water film thicknesses: 200 μm (a, c) and 10 μm (b). Laser intensity: 6.0 mW µm−2. (a, b) and 3.0 mW µm−2 (c). 
Solid lines are drawn as a visual guide. Errors in measured velocities: within 10%. 
 
resulting in trapping. It has been stated in the literature that such a small thickness as 10 μm resulted 
in a negligibly weak thermal convection.37-39 This implies that the effect of thermal convection on 
the observed trapping should be minor. The conclusion is also supported by the absence of 
configuration effect for Au NP. If the effect of thermal convection is non-negligible, the convection 
directing from the lower to upper surface of the chamber followed by a flow away from a hot Au 
NP is in the counter direction to the migration and trapping observed at ceiling. The migration 
velocity in the vicinity of a Au NP is strongly affected by a laser intensity applied, as depicted in 
Figure 3c. The velocity is higher for higher laser intensity. For instance, the maximum velocity was 
30 µm s−1 at 6.0 mW µm−2 whereas 15 µm s−1 at 2.0 mW µm−2. The migration velocities at the 
close vicinities of Au NP were much higher when a bubble is formed around a Au NP: > 100 µm s−1 
at maximum for 14 mW µm−2.  
 
Underlying working principle of the trapping event 
Here we consider the working principle behind the optothermal trapping of Si-OH particles 






Figure 4. Simulated 2D convective velocity maps for a single water-immersed 100 nm Au NP supported on a 
glass substrate for floor and ceiling configurations; (a) solely thermal convection was accommodated (input 
laser intensity: 2 mW µm−2), (b) both thermal convection in a closed chamber and Marangoni convection at 
the liquid water/vapor bubble (1-μm across) interface were considered (input laser intensity: 10 mW µm−2), 
(c) thermal convection in the chamber space and Marangoni convection at the liquid water/superheated water 
(0.3-μm across) interface were considered (input laser intensity: 6 mW µm−2). The calculated maximum 
flow velocity: 3.6 μm s−1 (a), 630 μm s−1 (b), 340 μm s−1 (c). The experimentally observed maximum 








various input conditions (the corresponding temperature maps were given in Supporting 
Information, Figure S9). In a, solely thermal convection was accommodated. In b, both thermal 
convection in a closed chamber and Marangoni convection at the liquid water/vapor microbubble 
interface were considered. Experimental and computational studies on Marangoni effect associated 
with photothermal bubbles have been performed previously.27-29,33-36 In c, thermal convection in a 
chamber space and Marangoni convection at the liquid water/superheated water interface were 
considered. We will explain the detail of this liquid water/superheated water interface later. The 
experimental two configurations, floor and ceiling, of Au NP were included in simulation. It turned 
out that water flows including their velocities for ceiling configuration exhibited a 2π rotational 
symmetry to that of floor configuration. 
Figure 4a compares the calculated thermal convection flow map of floor configuration with 
that of ceiling. The thickness of water film was assumed as 200 μm (input laser intensity: 2 mW 
µm−2). The flow velocities solely dependent on thermal convection were two orders of magnitude 
smaller than those including Marangoni effect. For instance, the calculated maximum velocity is 3.6 
μm s−1 in Figure 4a whereas it is 630 μm s−1 in Figure 4b. The simulated flow map in Figure 4a, 
right confirms that the direction of thermal convection is unfavorable for trapping at ceiling. The 
effect of water film thickness on flow velocities was also examined (Supporting Information, Figure 
S10). For film thickness of 10 μm, the maximum velocity was ~10−3 μm s−1, a value three orders of 
magnitude smaller than that obtained at 200 μm of thickness because of negligibly small 
contribution of thermal convection. The experimental maximum flow velocity of Si-OH particles 
undergoing trapping was 30 μm s−1 at the thicknesses of 10 and 200 μm (Figure 3, measured at 6 
mW µm−2). This confirms that the thermal convection should be too slow to account for the 
velocities of Si-OH particles resulting in trapping.  
Contrastingly, when a bubble of 1-μm-diameter surrounding a Au NP is placed (Figure 4b and 
magnified images, Supporting Information, Figure S11 that shows the flows next to the bubble), 
remarkably increased flow velocities were obtained because of Marangoni convection generated at 
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the interface. The Marangoni convection of water along the water/vapor bubble interface is driven 
by surface tension gradient that is caused by the temperature gradient.40,41 As the surface tension of 
water decreases with temperature, flows can be generated in the direction of cold area at the zenith 
of a bubble along the interface from the hot region neighboring a Au NP supported on a substrate. 
The simulation suggested that tangential flows pointed to the bubble and deviated away from the 
heating center and later redirected toward the bubble again, causing circulating flows in the areas 
between the substrate supporting the irradiated Au NP and the bubble (see Figure S11). The flows 
thus generated are favorable for trapping in both configurations. We envisage that Si-OH particles 
are transported to a bubble and trapped, possibly by flowing into the space between the substrate 
and the bubble. The experimentally observed trapping of Si-OH particles was laser 
intensity-dependent: the particles were attracted to a hot Au NP and a stable trapping occurred at 
laser intensities  0.5 mW µm−2. Moreover, remarkably enhanced velocities of attracted particles 
simultaneously with increased number of trapped particles were observed at laser intensities  10 
mW µm−2, presumably because of bubble formation. The COMSOL simulation given in Figure 4b 
is consistent with the experimental observation at laser intensities  10 mW µm−2.  
We also observed a stable trapping at intensities between 0.5 and 8 mW µm−2 where we 
assume that a photothermal microbubble may not form based on the discontinuity observed in 
Figure 2. However, we cannot completely deny the potential formation of a photothermal 
nanobubble ( 1 μm) at  8 mW µm−2. According to the observation by the Baffou group, 
microscopically observable microbubbles ranging from 4.6 to 64-μm-diamter occurred in aerated 
water at particle temperatures between 220 and 240°C (493 and 513 K) on CW laser illumination of 
the uniform hexagonal array of Au NPs (28 nm in diameter featuring an interparticle distance of 72 
nm).42 The temperature is much higher than the boiling temperature of water (100°C under 
atmospheric pressure) but lower than the spinodal decomposition temperature of water (~320°C or 
~593 K). Experimentally determined microbubble formation threshold, 8 mW µm−2 corresponds to 
the particle temperature of 550 K estimated computationally (Supporting Information, Figure S4), 
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which is not significantly different from the value estimated by the Baffou group.42 For heating a 
single Au nanotrench, the Richardson group observed the threshold temperature of bubble 
formation at 58020 K, which they considered the spinodal decomposition temperature of 
superheated water.43 Note that their temperature estimation relied upon indirect method.  
At temperatures above 100°C, water that does not boil was considered as superheated water. 
For the bubble formation to occur from superheated water, a nucleation center is needed below the 
spinodal decomposition temperature while a nucleation center is not needed above the spinodal 
temperature. It has been reported that not a stable but a randomly oscillating nanobubble (oscillation 
period of 30 ns and frequency of ~30 MHz) occurred when a superheated water layer is formed 
around a Au NP at particle temperatures below the stable bubble formation threshold.44 Although 
the characterization of such dynamic bubbles is extremely challenging because of the necessity of 
super-resolution microscopy and very fast time resolution under continuous excitation, it is most 
likely that photothermal nanobubbles form from superheated water at temperatures below the 
temperature threshold observed for microbubbles. Thus, for simplicity, we assumed a liquid 
water/superheated water liquid/liquid interface to approximate stable and/or fast oscillating 
nanobubbles that may form surrounding a heated 100-nm Au NP (we assumed 0.3-μm diameter 
superheated sphere supported on a glass substrate for calculation). Figure 4c shows the COMSOL 
simulation of Marangoni convection at such a liquid/liquid interface. Water flows similar to the 
water/microbubble interface were obtained. The flow velocities in Figure 4c were smaller than 
those in Figure 4b. Although not quantitative, our approximation stands for the experimental 
observation of trapping at laser intensities where a microbubble is not formed. Based on the 
simulated temperature and flow maps, we believe that Si-OH particles are attracted to the hot area 
around a Au NP and trapped driven by interfacial thermal Marangoni effect. Importantly, the 
trapping in the absence of microbubble (possibly in the presence of nanobubble) occurs in a similar 
manner to that in the presence of microbubble. Nevertheless, the effect of microbubble should be 
much greater.  
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Previously, the optothermal trapping of microparticles has been reported through laser heating 
a thin metallic or nano-island film deposited on the top of a lower substrate.12,14 Assuming thermal 
convective flows inside the chamber, Flores-Flores and coworkers reported that the fluidic water 
was supposed to move upwards and then moves along the upper surface followed by the moves 
downwards at the edges and back towards the center along the lower surface.12 The good agreement 
between the experimental observation and the simulated flow has prompted the following 
interpretation: the particles are dragged towards the beam's center by the convection currents 
(Stokes drag force) allowing trapping with low powers. However, as we observed, the motion of 
Si-OH particles directed to a hot Au NP placed at ceiling as well as floor in a closed chamber. This 
result cannot be explained by thermal convection that is in the opposite direction at ceiling. We also 
exclude thermophores from interpreting the present observation because this mechanism may not 
adequately describe thermophilic migration for polymers and colloids with DT > 0 as we stated in 
the introduction.   
Without heating a Au NP, no observations of particle-trapping were made. For instance, a 
focused illumination on the surface of a glass substrate at 20 mW µm−2, which is at least 10-times 
greater in intensity than the typical intensity of optothermal trapping, did not allow the optical 
trapping of Si-OH particles. Moreover, we failed to observe the trapping event both at floor and at 
ceiling. In 2D optical trapping of multiple particles, the contribution of a scattering force that 
pushes the particles to a substrate is significant.45 This may mean that the contribution of optical 
forces is not so great although optical trapping cannot be completely eliminated at much higher 
laser intensities. Consequently, the optical forces may not be sufficiently large because of moderate 
focusing using an objective of NA, 0.70 in our experiment. 
Previous simulation studies demonstrated that thermos-osmosis can also induce a convective 
flow.46,47 Thermo-osmotic flow arises at a solid/liquid interface as a result of tangential temperature 
gradient (∇T).39 The fluid can be pushed toward the hotter or colder region depending on the nature 
of interaction (ie. the sign of : thermos-osmotic coefficient). Yang and coworkers performed a 
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simulation to investigate fluid transport driven by thermo-osmosis in microfluidic system.46 When a 
hot particle was placed at a flat solid/liquid boundary, two types of flow were generated depending 
on the sign of ST or DT of moving particles. For thermophobic (DT > 0) particles, a tangential flow 
along the wall to the hot particle moved upwards near the particle and then circulated on the 
particle’s periphery. On the other hand, for thermophilic particles (DT < 0), the flow direction was 
opposite: a tangential flow along the wall moving away from the hot particle was generated. At 
temperatures above 285 K, silica particles in water have been shown as thermophobic25,48,49 and 
Si-OH particles can migrate to a hot Au NP along the wall provided that the thermos-osmosis 
applies in the present experiment. However, we should point out that the discussion given by Yang 
and coworkers is rather qualitative. It has also been suggested that the migration velocity solely 
dependent on thermos-osmosis can be very slow.50 At this moment, further experiment that supports 
the positive role of thermos-osmosis is needed as well as simulation that convince us of its 
reliability.  
We noted that PS particles were not stably trapped optothermally in the present study. 
Polystyrene particles suspended in water have been reported as thermophobic (DT> 0) as Si-OH 
particles51,52 and were expected to behave in a similar manner to Si-OH particles. One reason is 
ascribed to the spatial distribution characteristic to PS particles. As shown in Supporting 
Information, Figure S12, PS particles were highly concentrated at the area near the glass substrate 
(< 20 m) whereas Si-OH particles were homogeneously distributed regardless of the distance from 
the glass surface. The high particle density near the surface can be indicative of the interaction of 
PS with the glass surface, impeding PS particles from migrating to the hot Au NP. The other reason 
might be a weak trapping stiffness of PS driven by optothermal method. Previously, Kang and 
coworkers observed the trapping of PS particles through heating a Au nanoisland film.14 They used 
an open chamber and such a sample structure might promote a strong Marangoni flow at the 
air/water interface.  
At laser powers below the threshold of photothermal microbubble formation, some 
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researchers reported the ring formation of trapped particles. For instance, Flores-Flores and 
coworkers observed that trapped silica microparticles formed a ring around the focused laser 
beam.12 They used an amorphous silicon film for the heating medium. Their interpretation for the 
ring formation was based on two competing forces: Stokes drag (attraction to hot area) of thermal 
convection and thermophoretic forces to push out of a hot area so that tracer particles can go outside. 
Likewise, Shoji and coworkers observed a ring formation for the plasmon-enhanced optical 
trapping of PS particles using a Au nanostructured film.53 Their interpretation was based on the 
competition between an attractive optical drag force and a repulsive thermophoretic force. In our 
experiment, no such rings were formed. The big difference is that we used a single Au NP (d = 100 
nm) that is smaller than the illuminating laser beam (FWHM = 0.6 m) for heat generation with 
well-defined r−1 spatial temperature decay profile. Contrastingly, in the above two studies, at least 
the area of a laser beam size (~10 m for Flores-Flores 12 and 5 m for Shoji53) was heated. Thus 
these much greater heating area caused by illuminating films can be responsible for the ring 
observation.54 The confinement of heating area is one of the advantageous features characteristic of 
single particle heating.  
Very recently, Winterer and coworkers reported the thermocapillary (Marangoni) 
convection-induced optofluidic transport of Au NPs.13 Heating a 55% aqueous PEG solution with a 
near IR laser at the air/liquid interface generated a local temperature gradient and liquid motion due 
to thermal and thermocapillary convection. Note that they used an open chamber in which water 
film was exposed to air at the top surface. PEG was added to increase the viscosity, resulting in 
reduced thermal convection. An 80-nm Au NP suspended in a sample was dragged along the 
flowlines and moved away from the hot area. Interestingly, the motion of Au NPs driven by the 
flow near the surface was in the reverse direction to Si-OH particles in our experiment. This study 






Optothermally-inducing a fluidic motion can be a powerful way of controlling transport of 
macromolecules and nanoparticles at mW-range low powers. We used a single Au NP as a platform 
for generating liquid flows. We demonstrated that, when illuminated with a heating laser, a single 
Au NP acted as a trapping site for submicron Si-OH particles that moved along with liquid flows. 
As a mechanism of trapping, temperature-induced Marangoni effect at the liquid water/superheated 
water interface around the Au NP is most likely although such a driving mechanism still needs a 
further experimental proof. Consistent with the assumption, thermophobic (positive DT) Si-OH 
particles are driven by a tangential flow to a hot area and trapped next to the Au NP. Previously, we 
observed that both thermoresponsive PNIPAM and non-thermoresponsive SDS or PEG were alike 
conveyed to a hot Au NP. The former exhibited reversible trapping, a phase-separated droplet 
formation, whereas the latter resulted in the coating of a Au NP. These findings highlighted an 
application of optothermal trapping. A single Au NP platform has an advantage of greater 
confinement of the heating area than that of metal films or metal nano-island films subjected to 
laser illumination. This highly local nature of heating enabled the absence of a ring-shaped particle 
assembly observed for metal film heating. Presently, we demonstrated that we remotely 
manipulated Si-OH particles by guiding to a hot target as a manner similar to the 
previously-demonstrated microbubble-induced Marangoni convection, which has a greater trapping 
ability but is thermally-destructive to the host material. Other studies have revealed that a Au NP 
can be guided by an optical gradient force to an intended position, being photothermally fixed on a 
substrate.47,55 By combining this optical trapping-fixing technique with our optothermal flow 
generation, we can guide multiple molecules to a desired place for trapping and accumulation. This 
combined technique can be useful for preparing coated NPs or developing small-scale phase 
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